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I made this simply stating my opinion and there were too many words for a blog, so I put it in a story.
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1 - I might not like Twilight, but it's only my opinion.
I have my own reasons for this and don't really care if you agree with me. The only reason I get mad at
those who talk about it is because I see it everywhere and am just plain tired of it. I never like to read
books that are "popular" at the time because when somebody finds out you're reading said series/book,
they decide it's their job to tell you every detail from begining to end completeky ruining it for you. I also
am not a very big romance fan. I may be a girl, but I like literature with lots of action and a little romance
thrown in(ex. Dragonlance and Harry Potter) It's not my style. I may not like how the author "remixed"
vampires or how I heard about the books not having a realistic element to them. Even in fantasy there
must be some realism. There is no perfect guy who can always come out on top. They lose and win
some. All characters are to have an equal balance of strengths and weaknesses. Without this balance,
the character either becomes a god-mod or a weakling who can't do anything on their own and nobody
would really want to be like that. I can truthfully say I have not read the books, nor do I plan on it. Please
don't get on to me for this. This is only my OPINION. It doesn't mean I hate everyone who loves Twilight.
In fact, some are my friends. I may only be fourteen, but by what I've always learned and what I have
heard of from the series, there are some missing elements. I might attempt to read some of it myself to
make my opinion more accurate, but don't count on it. Like I said before, it's not my type of literature. I
perfer novels with more action.
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